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God inspired the New Testament authors to write, but not everything they wrote was inspired by
God. The birth of Christianity as it issued forth from the womb of Judaism was painful and
agonizing, as is reflected in many of the New Testament writings, especially those of the
gospels. In their recounting of that birth, the evangelists were not immune from the limitations of
the human condition as they put down in writing the Christian exodus from Mother Judaism. In
codifying the strife, bitterness and persecutions visited by both sides on one another during the
early days of Christianity's unfolding, the sacred writers often distorted the struggles between
Jesus and the Jewish leaders of his own day by casting back into the time of his life and ministry
what were, in fact, the end of the first century struggles between synagogues and churches. The
resultant anti-Jewish texts which we read today in the Scriptures must be analyzed and
explicated by Christian homilists in their proper historical context so as to counter the anti-
Semitic thrust which can be garnered from a literalistic and fundamentalist reading or hearing of
such text. This task is incumbent upon the Church, for she claims the role of guardian of the
Scriptures.
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INTRODUCTION"And the whole people said in reply,'His blood be upon us and upon
ourchildren'."These words, found in the New Testament passion narrative in the Gospel of St.
Matthew (27:25) depicting the trial and death of Jesus of Nazareth, attribute to the Jewish
people- ostensibly via their own tongues- the guilt for his death. The impact of that imputation on
their overall history over the subsequent two-thousand years is virtually without parallel in world
history. As we shall seek to demonstrate, this regenerating slander can be seen as germinating
primarily from the heated polemic between the nascent Christian churches and the Jewish
synagogues toward the end of the first century. Concerning the repetition of these words, and
the perpetuation of their guilt ascription upon the Jews, the Catholic Scripture scholar, Fr.
Raymond E. Brown, states: "Repeated through the centuries, they have fostered a hatred
against the Jews that has made a mockery of the Gospel." (1)To us Catholics, and indeed to all
Christians, the citing of certain passages in the New Testament Gospels and Letters as
contributing, via their interpretation, to anti-Semitism is profoundly disturbing. At first glance,
doing so may appear as just one more attack on the Bible, the Church, on Christianity, or on
religion in general. Our sensibilities are immediately offended by the idea, because we view the
Scriptures as the Word of God. How could these words possibly be causes of anti-Semitism?
After all, (although we often forget), Jesus was himself a Jew; so was his mother and the
Apostles, as well as virtually all of his first followers. How could anti-Semitism have emerged
from that setting? Further, the Christian Scriptures are replete with the message of the love that
God has for all men; could those same Scriptures contain seeds of anti-Semitism? In fact, as we
shall see, certain verses, passages and narratives became, at their very origin- and even while
still in oral transmission form- "mustard seeds" of anti-Semitism by virtue of their anti-Judaic
content. The Christian Scriptures, handed down in written form over the centuries and
proclaimed from thousands of pulpits to each succeeding generation, are for Christians a Tree of
Life from whose branches all are invited to come and pluck the spiritual fruits of God's message.
However, some of its branches bear incipient fruits of anti-Semitism which, unless properly
pruned by exegetes and homilists, can subtly infect those who come in search of spiritual
nourishment. For just as the daily food we eat is assimilated into our bodies and becomes part of
the fabric of our being, in like manner what we read, hear and see is assimilated into our minds,
and becomes part of our thinking, values and attitudes, even if only subconsciously so. This is
not to imply that the Christian Scriptures are the sole source of anti-Semitism in the Western
world, but they are, in truth, a major contributor.At the outset it must be clearly stated that there is
to be found here no intent to detract from the Christian Scriptures, or from the Roman Catholic
Church. All Scriptures, Old Testament and New, are inspired by God and are His chosen (though
not exclusive) means of self-revelation to us. Further, we hold that the Scriptures are free from



error (inerrant) in respect to those truths which God wanted to reveal to us. It is within these
broad parameters that we shall seek a deeper understanding of how our Scriptures can be- at
one and the same time- precisely the Word of God and His saving message of love for all, and
yet at the same time contain contradictions to that very message.We begin by highlighting the
Second Vatican Council teaching that the Church, established by Christ through his apostles, is
at once "both human and divine", a fact often lost sight of by Catholics and Protestants alike. (2)
As such, the Church is not perfect, even though its founder is. It is this human dimension of the
Church that makes it incumbent upon her to be perpetually penitent and self-reforming,
acknowledging her own shortcoming and errors. (3) The clerical abuse scandal of recent years
belies any argument to the contrary. One is reminded of the biblical parable of the weeds and
thewheat, describing how both are allowed to grow together until harvest time, and are only then
separated. In the "Decree on Ecumenism" ( n. 6), Vatican Council II affirms the dual construct of
the Church, acknowledging her perpetual need for introspection and revivification: "Christ
summons the Church, as she goes her pilgrim way, to that continual reformation of which she
always has need, insofar as she is an institution of men here on earth. Therefore, if the influence
of events or of the times has led to deficiencies in conduct, in Church discipline, or even in the
formulation of doctrine (which must be carefully distinguished from the deposit of faith) these
should be appropriately rectified at the proper moment." It is in this spirit, and within those
guidelines that this book is written as we pursue a forthright query into the role of the Gospels
and other New Testament writings in the germination of anti-Semitism, hopefully leading to a
more discerning reading of the Scriptures and to some prospective 21st century remedies, as
well.* The Injustice of Anti-SemitismThe Hebrew and Christian Scriptures are replete with God's
call for men to struggle against injustice, particularly as it lays so heavily upon the poor. Over the
centuries, the Church has taught and labored to heed that call, as evidenced particularly in her
social encyclicals. But there is another widespread ill that has not received from the Church
nearly the attention that it warrants, and that is the evil of anti-Semitism. The residue of all
societal evils and injustices in the lives of their victims is, of course, suffering, and such has
been- and is today- the fallout on the victims of anti-Semitism. The Catholic Church has a
responsibility to address this evil, not only because anti-Semitism is an injustice in itself, but also
because the Church has contributed both to its historical rise and to its perpetuation even down
to our own times.The Second Vatican Council effectively broke with the Church's anti-Semitic
past in its "Declaration on the Relationship of the Church With Non-Christian Religions",
commonly referred to as Nostra Aetate (from its opening words in the Latin text, meaning "In our
times".) (4) Other positive Church documents were subsequently forthcoming as a
consequence. Moreover, Pope John Paul II openly acknowledged the Church's role in the
historical inception and perpetuation of anti-Semitism, and much progress has been made
since. However, there remains more to be done by the Church in her efforts to mitigate this evil in
the world today. Moreover, we Christians, as the members who constitute that Church, share in
her responsibility to struggle against this colossal cause of suffering among an entire people. (5)



The reader may be questioning in what way the Church was the setting for the beginnings of anti-
Semitism, and how the Church's inaction helps to perpetuate it today. As we shall argue below,
the answer lies in the New Testament Scriptures themselves- especially the Gospels- by virtue
of the extreme Judeo-Christian polemic found therein. Indeed, while there is evidence that this
polemic began with Jesus Himself during His public ministry, its expression expanded in depth
and intensity during oral transmission of the Gospel message by the apostles, and it found- in
the written Gospels- often virulent, spiteful and hateful expression which did not come from
Jesus. In fact, the bitter split between Judaism and Christianity that developed in the latter part
of the first century not only had a major impact on the final contents of those Gospels; the effects
of that rupture has had a two-thousand-year life of its own. One Catholic scholar describes the
early Christian expansion of the Four Gospels as "fiercely anti-Jewish". (6) It was the struggle
between Christianity and Judaism which gave rise to this hostility. Virtually all early Christians
were Jews who had come to accept Jesus as the promised Messiah, thereby generating no
small measure of backlash in the form of synagogue efforts to win them back, and those who
remained apostates stirred a strong Jewish polemic against the Christians. (7)Surely, no one on
either side of that first-century controversy could possibly have grasped the magnitude of its
eventual historical unfolding. However, replete as the Gospels are with verse after verse of
criticisms, attacks and condemnations of the Jewish leaders and people, it is no wonder that, at
the outset, interpretations of these passages served to sew seeds of anti-Semitism in the early
Church, seeds which continue to sprout anew in each generation of Gospel hearers across the
centuries. We shall consider a number of these verses and passages in the various Gospels as
we endeavor to eavesdrop on the 'life settings' of the communities within which the oral tradition
of the words and deeds of Jesus moved into written form, for those "life settings" had no small
impact on the final contents of each Gospel. We shall also examine steps which the Church
must still take to dissipate the negative impact of Scripture in the on-going historical saga of anti-
Semitism.* A Shoah Remembrance DayA May, 2006 Holocaust Remembrance Day service was
held at Temple Beth El in Riverside, CA. Following the service proper, the guest speaker was
Marthe Cohn, an 88 year-old French Jew who had served as a French Army spy inside Germany
during World War II. Her book entitled "Behind Enemy Lines: The True Story of a French Jewish
Spy in Nazi Germany", recounts those dangerous years. (8) For nearly an hour Marthe Cohn
shared with us her experiences as a young girl (born in 1920) during the German occupation of
France. She described the successful escape which she engineered for herself and her family
from occupied France into Vichy, the then-unoccupied area of the country. Cohn had been
brought up in a town near the French-German border and spoke perfect German, since that was
the only language her parents spoke. She eventually became fluent in French, as well. Marte
explained that her family's escape was possible only through the help of a French priest near the
Vichy France border who had agreed to aid her. When Marthe and her family arrived at the
church, however, the priest told her that he did not "trust Jews" because "Judas had betrayed
Jesus," but that he would nonetheless help them escape because it was his "Christian duty."



Marthe proceeded to argue with the priest at length, and in her book she records the scene: "
'We're not Judas!,' I cried, my face reddening. 'That happened thousands of years ago. We have
nothing to do with Judas. And anyway, how can you reconcile feeling such terrible contempt for
all Jews while your faith is based on the teachings of Jesus and the belief that Jesus is the son
of God? Don't you know that Jesus was a Jew?'" Marthe Cohn voiced the internal anguish which
this priest's words caused her: "Years of hurt and anger at this long-held Catholic view of Jews
bubbled to the surface in me. I remembered reading the catechisms of my friends at school in
Metz and being horrified by the condemnation of all Jews as responsible for the crucifixion of
Jesus on the basis of Judas Iscariot's behavior." (9) (emphasis added) When they had finished
arguing, the priest indeed helped her and her family to escape. Marthe described moving off
toward the border with her grandmother sitting on a bicycle because she could not walk. They
proceeded slowly along a road with several farmhouses close along side. The farmers there
were very poor because many of the young men had fled into unoccupied France to escape the
Germans. Even though the latter had offered huge rewards for turning in any Jews trying to
escape, the family passed successfully along, although it was very obvious that they were Jews
attempting to flee. At the first farmhouse Marte Cohn saw an old man sitting on his porch
smoking a pipe. As they passed by, he got up, knelt down, crossed himself, and began to pray
for them. She recounted how several others farmers along the way did the same. Marte Cohn,
with some emotion, informed us that, in her entire life, it was the most "humane" thing she had
ever witnessed.What can we Christians make of this story? How are we to understand this
priest, what he said to Marte Cohn, and what he then did? Had he received "mixed signals" from
the Gospels? He obviously had gotten the message about one's "Christian duty" to help those in
need, but evidently he had not gotten Jesus' message of unconditional love for everyone.
Perhaps, although he "disliked and distrusted" the Jewish family standing before him, he acted
out the love of benevolence- a goodwill desire to help others. No matter how we choose to
fathom it, this whole scenario of the priest and this Jewish family is perplexing, and is but a
'microcosm' of a vastly greater phenomenon. The story of Marte Cohn and her family helps to
poignantly illustrate the absurdity of the charge against the Jews- leveled even today- for the
death of Jesus, a charge that has carried with it such enormous suffering. (10) We shall return to
the 'spy' and the 'priest' later when considering some of the complexities involved in the
"interpretations" of Scripture. 

I. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS OF ANTI-SEMITISM* "We Remember: A Reflection on the
Shoah"In 1998, Pope John Paul II issued a cover letter accompanying a Vatican statement
concerning the Holocaust, or Shoah (from modern Hebrew meaning 'catastrophe'.) The cover
letter was addressed to Cardinal Edward Idris Cassidy, President of the Commission for
Religious Relations With the Jews. The Vatican statement is entitled: We Remember: A
Reflection on the Shoah. (1) Both the cover letter and the Reflection constitute what is clearly
one of the most forward and honest acknowledgments by the Catholic Church up to that time of



her role over the centuries in respect to anti-Semitism. While the document is a reflection on the
Nazi Holocaust, it also hearkens back to "the dawn of Christianity" in respect to Jewish-Christian
relations. The importance of the Pope's words, along with the document itself, is manifestly
apparent:"As we prepare for the beginning of the Third Millennium of Christianity,the Church is
aware that the joy of a Jubilee is above all the joy that isbased on the forgiveness of sins and
reconciliation with God andneighbor. Therefore she encourages her sons and daughters to
purifytheir hearts, through repentance of past errors and infidelities. She callsthem to place
themselves humbly before the Lord and examine themselveson the responsibility which they too
have for the evils of our time." (2)Although he does not use the term directly, it is clear from both
the context of the Pope's cover letter and the document itself that he is speaking of anti-
Semitism within the Church. The Pope expresses his hope that the Reflection will aid in the
healing of wounds caused by past misunderstandings and "injustices." (3) Pope John Paul II did
not personally write the Reflection, but the Commission acknowledges that it stems principally
from his earlier apostolic letter entitled "Tertio Millennio Adveniente" (Advent of the Third
Millennium). The Reflection consists of five Sections, the first entitled "The Tragedy of the Shoah
and the Duty of Remembrance": "It is appropriate that, as the Second Millennium of Christianity
draws to a close, the Church should become more fully conscious of the sinfulness of her
children, recalling all those times in history when they departed from the spirit of Christ and his
Gospel and, instead of offering to the world the witness of a life inspired by the values of faith,
indulged in ways of thinking and acting which were truly forms of counter-witness and
scandal." (Emphasis added) (4) The Commission emphasizes that future relations between
Christians and Jews is dependent on viewing the Holocaust as more than but a past event. (5) In
fact, Section II, "What We Must Remember" outlines the horrors of the Holocaust, and makes
reference to efforts by historians and others to come to a fuller understanding of its causes. The
Commission proceeds further by alluding to these causes, emphasizing that they cannot be
scrutinized as mere objective historical factors, but must be seen as well within a moral and
religious perspective. It is in that light that the connection between the geographical setting of
the Shoah in Western Christian civilization, and the reality of centuries-long negative Christian
attitudes toward the Jews, must be acknowledged as contributing to the Nazi persecution.
(6)The Reflection is a notable statement, coming not only from a Pontifical Commission, but with
clear papal approbation. In Section III- "Relations Between Jews and Christians"- the text goes
on to state that "The history of relations between Jews and Christians is a tormented one.... In
effect, the balance of these relations over 2,000 years has been quite negative." The
Commission points back again to the very beginning of the Christian era, describing early events
"at the dawn of Christianity", recounting the disputes between Church and Jewish leaders which
arose following the death of Christ, and the eventual violence that ensued subsequent to the
conversion of the Roman Emperors to Christianity. The Commission points to one of the factors
contributing to such violence: "... Christian mobs who attacked pagan temples sometimes did
the same to synagogues, not without being influenced by certain interpretations of the New



Testament regarding the Jewish people as a whole." (emphasis added) (7) This latter
acknowledgment is of watershed importance as regards the role of scriptural interpretation
(exegesis) in the history of anti-Semitism, for those interpretations have had a universal impact
on 'the Jewish people as a whole'. Indeed, 'Certain interpretations' is a rather vague description
of something of such magnitude, and begs the question as to which New Testament's contents
serve to foster these 'interpretations'. Cardinal Cassidy, in his own words, continues: "In the
Christian world- I do not say on the part of the Church as such- erroneous and unjust
interpretations of the New Testament regarding the Jewish people and their alleged culpability
have circulated for too long, engendering feelings of hostility toward this people." (emphasis
added) (8)We would do well to pause and reflect for a moment on a somewhat subtle aspect of
what Cassidy writes here, and what the Pope writes in his cover letter on anti-Semitism: the
Pope says the Church 'encourages her sons and daughters to purify their hearts', and to 'place
themselves humbly before the Lord', while Cardinal Cassidy refers to 'unjust interpretations'
present in the Christian world, but qualifies with: 'I do not say on the part of the Church as
such...' These emphases seem intended to shelter the Church from responsibility, but we must
ask: how does the Church differ from her sons and daughters, and how does the 'Christian
world' differ from the Church? The 'Church' does not consist only of the hierarchy- Pope,
cardinals, bishops, priests and deacons- nor is it a legal entity distinct from the Christian people.
The Church is the Christian people, and cannot distance herself from them, or from herself. All of
us together, hierarchy and faithful, are the Church; what the Christian people in their humanness
may be guilty of, is what the Church in its human dimension is guilty of, for- as we saw earlier-
the Church is at once both human and divine, just as Christ in His Incarnation is both human and
divine, only he without sin.The next paragraph under Section III is self-explanatory in its
importance: "Despite the Christian preaching of love for all, even for one's enemies, the
prevailing mentality down the centuries penalized minorities and those who were in any way
'different.' Sentiments of anti-Judaism in some Christian quarters and the gap which existed
between the Church and the Jewish people, led to a generalized discrimination, which ended at
times in expulsions or attempts at forced conversions." (9) Note here the Commission's
reference to 'anti-Judaism' rather than to 'anti-Semitism'. The former (some within the Christian
fold would argue), is an appropriate response to the Jewish religion for its refusal to
acknowledge and accept Christ as the Messiah: "In Scripture class we were taught to distinguish
between anti-Semitism and anti-Judaism, with the clear meaning that the latter was an
appropriate part of the defense of the faith." (10) This "spin" eventually became a standard
defense against those who would argue that the New Testament germinates anti-Semitism, per
se. (11)The Christian Scriptures themselves record that there was no gap at all between
"Church" and the Jewish people at the beginning of the Christian era. In fact, there was no such
reality as the Church, for not only were all who initially accepted Jesus as the Messiah
themselves Jews, they continued to worship in the Temple and synagogues, while still
considering themselves to be fully Jewish. Only in the latter half of the first century did the gap



begin to widen, as we shall see at length below. Over the centuries, it has eroded into a chasm
over whose cliffs many a hapless Jew has since fallen to his ruin. The Vatican Reflection attests
to those sufferings, acknowledging an 18th century Christian world in which there were those
(Jews) who were denied due "juridical status", and yet who remained faithful to their religious
observances and customs. As a result they were held suspect and were made scapegoats in
times of societal unrest, sometimes to the point of suffering the violence of looting and even
massacres. (12) The Commission thus acknowledges the failure of Christians "down the
centuries" to live by Christ's preaching of love, a failure that began within decades of Jesus'
death and resurrection.Section IV of the Reflection, "Nazi Anti-Semitism and the Shoah", once
again pointedly approaches the issue of the role of Christian anti-Semitism in the Holocaust:
"But it may be asked whether the Nazi persecution of the Jews was not made easier by the anti-
Jewish prejudices imbedded in some Christian minds and hearts. Did anti-Jewish sentiment
among Christians make them less sensitive, or even indifferent, to the persecution launched
against the Jews by National Socialism when it reached power?"(13) Although what follows in
the remainder of Section IV does not answer that question, the very posing of it is significant.
Where, indeed, has this "anti-Jewish sentiment" come from, and was it "imbedded" only in
"some Christian minds and hearts", or was it more widespread? "The experience of the
Holocaust reintroduced with unprecedented urgency the question of Christianity's responsibility
for anti-Semitism: not simply whether individual Christians had added fuel to modern European
anti-Semitism, but whether Christianity itself was, in its essence and from its beginnings, the
primary source of anti-Semitism in Western culture."(14)Although decades - as well as the
beginning of a new millennium- separate us from the Holocaust and its contributing causes, the
question of Christianity's responsibility continues to surface, at times in painful fashion. On June
10, 2009, a man walked into the Holocaust Museum in the nation's capital and began firing,
killing a security guard. Bishop John Bryson Chane of the Washington Episcopal diocese issued
the following statement: "The tragic shooting yesterday at the Holocaust Museum in downtown
Washington should remind us that murderous prejudice, racism and anti-Semitism simmers
beneath the surface in this country and abroad, inspiring individuals to violent acts." While one
may tend to dismiss such hateful acts as isolated and disconnected from the normal flow of
events, Bishop Chane suggests a different perspective: "The Christian Church bears a special
responsibility for the scourge of anti-Semitism. And while it is true that James von Brunn, the
alleged murderer who opened fire in the museum is not sympathetic to our faith, Christians must
nevertheless acknowledge the shameful role our Church has played in developing this hateful
ideology down through the centuries ...." (emphasis added) While all acts of anti-Semitism-
whether violent or not- are reprehensible, committing murder in a Holocaust Museum shocks
our sensibilities, as Bishop Chane well expresses: "I can only imagine the pain this incident will
cause Holocaust survivors, their descendants and their friends, and the fear, anxiety and
profound frustration it must provoke in members of the Jewish faith who must live with the
knowledge that ancient hatreds survive in our modern world."(15)Section V of the Reflection



entitled "Together to a Common Future", is especially pertinent: "We would risk causing the
victims of the most atrocious deaths to die again if we do not have an ardent desire for
justice ...." (emphasis added) As stated in the Introduction, the Catholic Church bears an
undeniable share of historical responsibility for the injustice of anti-Semitism, and, as such, must
do more than simply speak of an 'ardent desire' for justice. It must act, especially when it is
necessary to silence openly anti-Semitic voices within the Church, a classic example of which
was to be found in the person of Father Charles Coughlin in the 1930's. Coughlin, known as the
'radio priest', was charismatic and compelling, and had a huge audience that tuned in to his
Sunday afternoon broadcasts. Radio in those years was what television and the internet are
today. Coughlin even criticized and challenged President Franklin Roosevelt on social and other
issues. Those were the Depression years when poverty, hunger and suffering were widespread,
along with anxiety, suspicions and fears. One is reminded of the Commission's comment above:
"In times of crisis... the Jewish minority was sometimes taken as a scapegoat..." Indeed,
Coughlin leveled harsh criticism against the Jews, serving to arouse negative emotions and
prejudices in a form of demagoguery that led to a huge national following. 16) The infamous
'hysterical anti-Semitic tirades' of this so-called "radio priest" were unfortunately heard by
millions before he was finally silenced by the Archbishop of Detroit. (17) Outspoken public
figures like Coughlin are rare, however, and are easily recognizable for what they are. More
subtle, but equally harmful, is the anti-Semitism which lies hidden within the thoughts of
individuals who would, upon being confronted, deny any such prejudice on their part. The
conscience can mask evil as well as countenance good, both in individuals and institutions. A
former editor of the liberal "Catholic Worker", wrote immediately after World War II, "...when one
considers the enormity of the Nazi blood-carnival, it never ceases to be amazing that the
Christian conscience has been so slightly disturbed." (18) I became aware of such
"forgetfulness" as I observed those arriving at the Temple on that Holocaust Remembrance Day
service mentioned earlier; it stuck me that I was virtually the only non-Jew present, and I felt a
sense of guilt over the absence of my fellow Christians. Reflecting further, I realized that Western
society as a whole has not only largely consigned the Holocaust to the historical archives of past
generations and events, but quietly ignores- or better, tolerates - anti-Semitism within its midst.
Indeed, one rarely -if ever- hears a Catholic homily on the moral evil of anti-Semitism.* MS St.
LouisNor was our national conscience disturbed over the plight of Jews even as that Nazi
persecution was getting underway with the foreboding events of Kristalnacht, "The Night of
Broken Glass." In Germany and Austria on the nights of the 9th and 10th of November, 1938, the
Nazis unleashed mass violence against Jews, smashing shop windows, vandalizing
synagogues, ransacking Jewish homes, beating many Jews and murdering others, arresting
and imprisoning tens of thousands. Jews in Germany saw the handwriting on the wall, or better
said, the glass shards in the streets, and those who could do so left the country. One of the ships
carrying fleeing refugees was the German ocean liner MS St. Louis which sailed from Hamburg,
Germany in May, 1939. The ship was bound for Cuba carrying over 900 Jews seeking to escape



the Nazi regime. Upon arriving in Havana harbor, however, only a small number were allowed to
disembark. Denied political asylum after languishing twelve days in the harbor, the ship sailed to
Miami. The captain of the St. Louis petitioned the American government for political asylum for
his passengers, but President Franklin Roosevelt refused. The ship was turned away by coast
guard cutters off Miami, and received the same reception off the coast of Ft. Lauderdale. The
possibility of having to return to Germany caused such anxiety among the passengers that they
initiated a suicide watch on board, and there was even talk of scuttling the ship so as to gain
entrance into the U.S. (19) The MS St. Louis was eventually forced to return to Europe, docking
in Belgium where passengers were allowed to disembark. Some remained in that country, while
others found their way to Great Britain, France, and the Netherlands. However, following the
German invasions of Europe, many from the ship who had not migrated to Great Britain were
arrested and put to death by the Nazis; one estimate placed the number at 254. (20)In
December, 2009 a number of surviving passengers from the SS St. Louis held a reunion in
Miami, Florida to mark the event. One of the survivors, Col. Phil Freund (U.S. Army Reserve,
Ret.), described the turning away of the MS St. Louis as the Third Reich's "green light for
genocide" because of the message of indifference toward Jews which it sent to Hitler. Freund,
who 'celebrated' his eighth birthday while sitting aboard the St. Louis in Havana harbor, stated,
"There was tremendous anti-Semitism at the time, so the message was: 'Let them do to you
what they want to do'." (21)Another MS St. Louis passenger, Charles Mendel, also recounts the
same dark shadow of anti-Semitism prevalent at the time. As the featured speaker at an April,
2013 National Holocaust Remembrance Day gathering at the Jacksonville, Florida Jewish
Center, Mendel described as follows the use made by Adolph Hitler of the St. Louis rejection:
"See, I'm not doing anything wrong by killing these people. No one wants them." Mendel also
shared with his audience the reception that the St. Louis received off Miami to Captain Gustav
Schroder's plea to President Roosevelt for asylum: "US Coast Guard cutters came out and fired
warning shots to keep the ship away." In the end, Charles Mendel was one of the fortunate ones;
when the St. Louis returned to Europe, he was allowed to disembark in France which, along with
Britain, Belgium and the Netherlands, had agreed to accept a specified number of the St. Louis
refugee Jews. He ended up in a convent orphanage under the protection of the nuns, his
German name "Karl" being changed to "Charles" to avoid detection. Mr. Mendel shared the
precariousness of his situation as a five-year old "orphan" following the eventual fall of France
under total German occupation: Gestapo agents came to the convent asking the nuns if they
were harboring any German children. The nuns pointed to a group of children on kneelers
praying the rosary. Nonetheless, a German officer approached him and asked in German, "Are
you a Jew?", to which Charles responded in French, "I don't understand." Mr. Mendel described
the good care he and other Jewish children received from the nuns, stating that not once did the
n uns ever attempt to convert them. In 1946, at twelve years of age, Charles Mendel was finally
reunited with his family. Although his German birth certificate reads "Karl", (it also has a German
swastika "right in the middle of it,") Mr. Mendel kept the name "Charles", and has never forgotten



his voyage on the SS St. Louis.As with individuals, national conscience often lags far behind the
event. It was not until May, 2009, some seventy years after refusal to grant asylum, that the
United States formally acknowledged its shocking inaction by way of a U.S. Senate Resolution
which reads in part as follows:"Whereas 254 former passengers of the MS St. Louis died under
Nazi rule: Now, therefore, be it Resolved, That the Senate—(1) recognizes that June 6th, 2009,
marks the 70th anniversary of the tragic date when the M.S. St. Louis returned to Europe after its
passengers were refused admittance to the United States and other countries in the Western
hemisphere;(2) honors the memory of the 937 refugees aboard the M.S. St. Louis, most of
whom were Jews fleeing Nazi oppression, and 254 of whom subsequently died during the
Holocaust;(3) acknowledges the suffering of those refugees caused by the refusal of the United
States, Cuban and Canadian governments to provide them political asylum; and(4) recognizes
the 70th anniversary of the St. Louis tragedy as an opportunity for public officials and educators
to raise awareness about an important historical event, the lessons of which are relevant to
current and future generations." (22)Commenting on the seventy-year span between the ship
being turned away, and official acknowledgment of that occurrence by the U.S. Senate, one of
the organizers who pushed for the resolution said, "The passage of time helps people see
events with more clarity." (23) But it also serves to put distance between those responsible for an
'event' and those subsequently apologizing for it, which helps explain why it sometimes takes a
subsequent generation to do so. However, the passage of time can also blur the memory of an
event. Thus if the "lessons" of the SS St. Louis are to be preserved for current and future
generations, they must be kept in living memory and not allowed to be swallowed up by history.
For that reason, the Miami reunion survivors of the SS St. Louis signed copies of the Senate
Resolution in witness to what transpired and in hopes of keeping its memory alive. A number of
institutions were given copies with a view toward their being put on display. Those organizations
included the Jewish Museum of Florida in Miami Beach, the Jewish Museum of Berlin, the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, and the National Archives. (24)The same exigency
exists as regards the memory of the Holocaust itself; its lessons must be preserved for future
generations. Some today would like to see it forgotten, and others openly deny that it ever
occurred, as do Iranian leaders. However, the latter do not represent the entire Arab world. King
Mohammad VI of Morocco has labeled the Nazi slaughter of the Jews "one of the most tragic
chapters of modern history", and has endorsed efforts to educate fellow Muslims as to its
occurrence. (25) Not surprisingly, the Holocaust was- and remains- extremely troublesome to
the German collective conscience: "West Germany was indeed slow to come to terms with its
Nazi past. The Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal brought the horrors of Hitler's regime to light,
despite the fact that many Germans didn't want to talk about what happened. People were
ashamed. People felt guilty and didn't want to deal with it publicly...." (26) Once again we
encounter an example of a subsequent generation- one not responsible for the injustice- calling
for an acknowledgment of its ownership; in the 1960's West German students demonstrating in
protest of the war in Vietnam also insisted that the preceding generation openly acknowledge



Germany's Nazi past. (27) So contentious was the ensuing issue that the German parliament
passed a law in 1985 making it a criminal offense to deny the extermination of the Jews. That
law was strengthened in 1994 and now carries a penalty of imprisonment and fine for its
violation. (28)In truth, when faced with the stark dimensions of the Holocaust, the mind recoils
and seeks to push it into the past like a bad historical dream, a childhood nightmare. Although
they do no justice to the victims, stark numbers help to magnify the enormity of the Holocaust:
"Jews accounted for 10 percent of the total population of the Roman Empire. By that ratio, if
other factors had not intervened, there would be 200 million Jews in the world today, instead of
something like 13 million." (29) So it is that, six decades after the Holocaust, several generations
of young Jews are not walking the surface of this planet because their would-be ancestors died
at the hands of the Nazis. The impact of the Holocaust is clearly ongoing as is evident in the
failure of the world's Jewish population to yet recover from the Nazi systematic extermination of
Europe's Jews. (30)* Pope John Paul IIJohn Paul II made other conciliatory gestures, both
before and after the 1998 Reflection, gestures to which the international media gave wide
coverage: In 1979 he visited Auschwitz where he knelt and prayed; in 1986 he entered a
synagogue in Rome where he prayed, the first pope since St. Peter to visit and pray in a
synagogue; in 2000 he made a historic visit to Israel where he publicly apologized for centuries
of Catholic persecution of Jews. While in Jerusalem, the Pope went to the Western (Wailing)
Wall of the Temple where, following an ancient Jewish custom, he slipped a prayer note into a
crevice in the Wall asking God for forgiveness for the persecution of Jews by the Church. The
note read: "We are deeply saddened by the behavior of those who in the course of history
caused these children of yours to suffer." (31) It is noteworthy that on April 18, 2008, while
making his first visit to the United States, Pope Benedict XVI, Pope John Paul II's successor,
visited Park East Synagogue in Manhattan. Ironically, the Synagogue's leader, Rabbi Arthur
Schneider, lived in Budapest during the Nazi occupation of that city. (Incidentally, just prior to his
visit, it was reported that Pope Benedict XVI had himself witnessed the horrors of the Holocaust
first hand when the Nazis 'eliminated' one of his cousins who had Down Syndrome.)* Hans
KungOther voices within the Catholic (and Protestant) world have also been raised over the
'contribution' of Christianity to anti-Semitism. Among the earliest was Hans Kung, a highly
regarded ecumenist and Swiss Catholic theologian (though not a Vatican favorite); in his 1996
international bestseller, "On Being A Christian", Kung states that "One of the saddest features of
the history of the last two-thousand years is the hostility which has prevailed almost from the
beginning between Jews and Christians. It was mutual, as so often between an old and a new
religious movement." (32)Such strife, however, was not limited to the clash between nascent
Christianity and the ancient Jewish religion. The early birth of Islam also witnessed similar
discord as Muhammad and his followers fought against Meccans and others who opposed the
rise of Islam. Several Jewish tribes still extant in the environs of Medina had already been exiled
in 624 and 625 AD. Following the so-called Battle of the Trench in 627 AD from which
Mohammad's forces emerged victorious over his opponents, the remaining Jewish tribe of



Qurayza was accused of having aided and abetted Muhammad's foes. The tribe was decimated,
with men and pubescent boys being decapitated, and women and children enslaved. (33) The
historicity of the event appears corroborated in the Koran, Surah 33:25-27, even receiving
"divine approbation":25: "And Allah repulsed the disbelievers in their wrath; they gained no good.
Allah averted their attack from the believers. Allah is Strong, Mighty.26. "And He brought those of
the People of the Scripture who supported them down from their strongholds, and cast panic
into their hearts. Some ye slew, and ye made captive some." (34)History records how that kind
of hostility took on more and more violent forms as the centuries passed, particularly in the high
Middle Ages when Western Europe witnessed the slaughter of Jews during the three Crusades,
leading to their virtual extermination in Palestine. Kung points out that, during the 1400's and
1500's, Jewish communities were destroyed in Germany, while Jews were expelled from
England, France, Spain and Portugal. At one point, "virulent anti-Jewish speeches" came forth
from Martin Luther. Kung observes: "It must be admitted that, during these periods, the Church
probably slew more martyrs than it produced. All of which is incomprehensible to the modern
Christian." (35) Two decades before publication of We Remember: A Reflection On The Shoah
(which, in fact, largely mirrors his comments), Hans Kung had already forthrightly answered the
question asked by the Commission as to whether 'Christian anti-Jewish sentiment' contributed
to the Nazi Holocaust. Kung pointed out that this long history of persecution of the Jews indeed
led up to the horrific killings of the Holocaust: "...it must be absolutely clearly stated that Nazi
anti-Judaism was the work of godless, anti-Christian criminals. But it would not have been
possible without the almost two thousand years' pre-history of 'Christian' anti-Judaism, which
prevented Christians in Germany from organizing a convinced and energetic resistance on a
broad front." (36)One scholar, in a study of the Second Reich period of 1870-1914 preceding the
Holocaust, posits the existence of dual anti-Semitisms in Germany during that time. He
characterized the first as Christian anti-Semitism which sprang from Christian tradition, and
found wide expression among pastors and theologians. The second was anti-Christian anti-
Semitism, which nonetheless "borrowed heavily from Christian sources", accommodating the
latter to advance its own purposes while at the same time impugning the validity of those same
Christian ideas. Both forms facilitated the purposes of racial anti-Semites in Germany and
helped prepare the way for the Nazi Holocaust. (37) Adolph Hitler and his followers were the
epitome of anti-Christian anti-Semitism: "The Nazis, of course, were not Christians. They were
indeed anti-Christian, despite their ability to co-opt the Church qua 'German
Christianity.'" (38)The cogency of the above argument as to the "Christian background to the
Aryan laws" may well find substantiation in an account appearing in Hitler's Table Talk (a
compendium of certain of his impromptu conversations). He was reported to have commented
on a meeting between himself and two bishops who met with him to discuss the matter of Nazi
racial policy. Hitler responded to their concerns by saying that he was doing nothing more than
"putting into effect what Christianity had preached and practiced for 2000 years." (39) Whatever
the accuracy of these words ascribed to Hitler, they ring true as regards the historical role of the



Church in the creation of an anti-Semitic sentiment and culture within which Nazi Germany was
able to launch a five-year endeavor to systematically exterminate European Jews. While the
Church cannot be directly blamed for Hitlerian anti-Semitism and the heinous acts which flowed
therefrom, nonetheless the "abiding contempt for Jews and all things Jewish" which the Church
has millennial engendered well served Hitler's purposes. (40)Hans Kung, in candidly accenting
the role of Christianity in the genesis of the Holocaust, points out that "Although some Christians
were also persecuted, and others- especially in Holland, France and Denmark- gave effective
help to Jews, it must be noted in order to define more precisely the question of guilt that none of
the Nazi anti-Jewish measures were new: special distinguishing clothing, exclusion from
professions, prohibition of mixed marriages, expropriation, expulsion, concentration camps,
massacres, burnings. All these things existed in what were called the 'Christian' Middle Ages ....
After Auschwitz there can be no more excuses. Christendom cannot avoid a clear admission of
its guilt." (41)Kung's reference to "special distinguishing clothing" brings to mind the yellow
badges which the Nazis forced all Jews to wear during the Holocaust years. In truth, the "yellow
badge" forerunner is to be found in a 13th century Roman Catholic Fourth Lateran Council
decree: "Whence it sometimes happens that by mistake Christians join with Jewish or Saracen
women, and Jews or Saracen with Christian women. In order that the offense of such a
damnable mixing may not spread further, under the excuse of a mistake of this kind, we decree
that such persons of either sex, in every Christian province and at all times, are to be
distinguished in public from other people by the character of their dress...." (42) In the 13th
century the character of Jewish dress took the form of "conical hat, and 'Jew badge' (usually a
yellow circle, symbolic of the Jew as betrayer of Christ for 'gold,' an image which fused religious
with economic anti-Semitism)." (43) Clearly, the theme of 'damnable mixing' of Jews with non-
Jews was picked up by Adolph Hitler, and murderously carried to an unimaginable extreme.As a
child growing up in the 1940's, I enjoyed a major weekly treat in the form of the Saturday
afternoon movies at the local small-town theater. Post-war scenes from the news clips that
always preceded the movies were burned into my memory, and left me with de facto nightmares.
Those news reels showed the liberation of Nazi death camps, with naked, emaciated Jews
emerging from their confines, literally skin and bones, many unable to walk under their own
power. Other scenes included Nazi war criminals being ushered into warehouses stacked with
decaying bodies, the stench so bad that their eyes were tearing, and some emerged vomiting.
The newsreels showed unearthed mass grave sites exposing naked cordons of corpses-
dumped or fallen where they were slaughtered- revealing in the shocking light of day what the
Nazis had done in dark secrecy. People everywhere were aghast at what they saw, almost
incredulous to the point of not wanting to believe that such atrocities had actually occurred.
Initiallly, "Shock at the revelations of the Holocaust put traditional anti-Semitism on the run", and
"Anti-Semitism receded as the world tried to come to grips with the reality of the
Holocaust." (44)However, the history of the last half century demonstrates that "the effect" soon
wore off and that ant-Semitism is clearly still with us. This can be seen, not only via random acts



of vandalism and violence against Jews, but also the seemingly perpetual "slips of the tongue"
by notable public figures betraying their anti-Semitic bigotry. A classic example is to be found in
recorded comments made by the Rev. Billy Graham which were revealed with the exposure of
the Nixon tapes: "Graham said that Jews 'don't really know how I feel about what they are doing
to this country,' namely that they had a 'stranglehold' on the media, so that 'they're the ones
putting out all the pornography'." When the tapes were subsequently published, Graham issue a
public apology. (45) One wonders how so renowned a church personage, so thoroughly steeped
in the Christian Scriptures and so gifted and effective in oratorical presentation of the Christian
message to millions over the decades could nonetheless fall victim to the perennial anti-Semitic
virus.Knowledge of the horrors of the Holocaust is no guarantee that it could never happen
again: "Post-Nazi Europe knows that neither culture nor progress is a safeguard against ferocity."
Such, of course, was the clarion of the scientific revolution, of modernity, and of secular
humanism, namely, that those advances would bring about a new social order of peace and
world progress. However, post-Nazi Europe ( and the rest of the world), "knows that modernity
does not necessarily overcome cruelty...and that the most egregious evil is produced by a
combination of unleashed violence and methodical, sophisticated and civilized coldness." (46) It
was just such coldness that anesthetized Europe's moral conscience during the Third Reich
pogram. Nor is there any assurance that it could never happen again, despite the Holocaust
motto (attributed to the Soviet officer in charge of the Russian troops who liberated Auschwitz),
"Never Again!"The harmful impact of the Holocaust can extend far beyond those who perished
in the extermination camps and those who survived them, for every Jew of each succeeding
generation must be on guard so as not to be drawn into the vortex of the black hole of Holocaust
bitterness which is the residue of the Third Reich Aryan star which rose over Europe and the
world in the 20th century, only to finally implode from the infernal intensity of its own evil core.
Jeffrey Goldberg, in the story of his own perilous orbit around that cataclysmic human implosion,
articulates what must surely become the eventual experience- to varying degrees- for every
young Jew who grows up coming face to face with the reality of what happened to Jews in
wartime Germany and occupied lands. Goldberg talks about the schoolyard physical and
psychological trauma which he experienced as a young Jewish boy growing up in a New York
Irish neighborhood, and of the long-term effect it had on him. He also describes the bewildering
impact on his young mind upon learning of the Nazi Holocaust: "But my discovery of the Shoah
was also emphatically destabilizing. Twelve-year-old Jewish children should not be exposed to
the unfiltered evil of the Shoah, in which the worst that could happen did happen." Exposure to
the reality of those terrible events burned themselves into his memory: "My mind, stuffed with
facts about firing squads, Zyklon B, and Mengele, would wander back four decades to images of
mothers and fathers, shoveled into boxcars, with no air, no food, no water, ragged bodies
cascading onto train platforms, children ripped from crying fathers, the fathers disappearing from
sight, carried away in a crush of bodies, the mothers and children stripped naked, screaming for
help, herded to oblivion." A not uncommon human reaction in the lives of some individuals is to



deny the truth of certain horrors which the mind is simply unable to accept. Not so with Jeffrey
Goldberg; he acknowledged what had transpired, but not without a price: "It is all true, of course,
and the eye should not be averted, but it is too much truth at a young age. Such knowledge
turned the ground under my feet, already giving way, to quicksand." (47)At what age is exposure
to the truth about the Holocaust not too shocking for a young Jew! Some non-Jews may tend to
become impatient with those who labor to keep the Shoah memory alive, but Jews cannot forget
that it was their bloodline- simply because it was a bloodline- that brought on the pogram of
pograms. The Jewish people have not forgotten the foundational event of the Exodus. Nor must
they ever forget the near cataclysmic event of the Shoah, or allow the rest of mankind to do so. It
is also quite impossible for Jews to erase from their memories the fact that it was a Christian
nation and its ethos that gave birth to the Shoah. It is not surprising, then, that a Jew- upon
raising his eyes and encountering the symbol of the cross so ubiquitously present in Western
society- may well lower his eyes while striving to quit the image of the suffering which, for him
and his people, that cross may still represent. Not without reason does Jeffrey Goldberg write, "I
am not the only Jew who divides the gentile world into two camps: the gentiles who would hide
me in their attics when the Germans come; and the gentiles who would betray me to the death
squads." (48) However, while the blood of the Shoah victims cries out for remembrance, that
blood also cries out to each new-born Jew to go forth into life, and to live, to love and to prosper.
No time for bitterness.In December, 2009 the world's attention was briefly drawn back to the
event of the Holocaust when the infamous sign over the entrance to the German concentration
camp at Auschwitz in southern Poland was stolen. The sign in German reads ARBEIT MACHT
FREI, "Work Sets You Free"; it was a cruel attempt by the Nazis to disguise what awaited those
who passed under its arch: Some 1.5 million people were murdered at Auschwitz, most of them
Jews. Initial reaction to the theft centered around conjecture that it was stolen by Neo-Nazis
intent on attacking the remembrance of the Holocaust. But the sign was soon recovered several
hundred miles north of Auschwitz, apparently having been purloined for its potential value in the
Nazi memorabilia market. While the Auschwitz ARBEIT MACHT FREI sign continues to serve as
a symbol of the horrors of the Nazi era, the Holocaust itself has become "an icon of evil for
modern times." (49)The call for undying remembrance of the Holocaust, and for each individual
man, woman and child whose yearning to live was snuffed out by Satan's henchmen, requires
vigilance. Even in modern-day Israel there are those who lack awareness of what transpired at
Auschwitz: "All my generation knows nothing about the Holocaust..." "You talk with people and
they think it's like the Exodus from Egypt, ancient history." (50) One poignant effort afoot to
counter such attenuation of Holocaust remembrance is striking; some Holocaust survivor
progeny are choosing to have the concentration camp number inscribed on their forebear at
Auschwitz tattooed on their own bodies. In one example, a granddaughter had here
grandfather's death camp number inscribed on here left forearm, only to be followed the next
week by her mother and brother, and by her uncle shortly thereafter. They have "taken the step
of memorializing the darkest days of history on their own bodies." (51) 



II. NOSTRA AETATE: Vatican Council Declaration on the Relationship of the Church to Non-
Christian Religions* A Deicide PeopleOf the 263 popes who have reigned since the time of St.
Peter, perhaps few have been as beloved by Catholics and non-Catholics alike as Pope John
XXIII whose personal and pastoral style won over the hearts of many. He was also strongly
supportive of ecumenism. In 1959, barely 90 days into his pontificate, John XXIII summoned an
Ecumenical Council which subsequently convened in 1962. Among the charges he gave to the
Council Fathers was that of generating a statement on the Jews, for he, too, was clearly aware of
anti-Semitism within his flock: "John XXIII recognized that Church teachings were partially
responsible for antisemitism and he attempted to correct what he regarded as past sins and
errors." (1) The Pope's wishes eventually found expression in the Council document Nostra
Aetate (cited above.) That document clearly attacks the notion, held by many Christians over the
millennia, that the Jews are a "deicide" people because of the role their leaders played in the
death of Christ. That label has perdured since its second-century inception in a homily "On the
Passover" by Melito of Sardis, a bishop near Smyrna in Asia Minor, (modern day Izmir, Turkey).
He preached that "God has been murdered; the king of Israel has been slain by an Israelite
hand." (2) Hence was born the charge of deicide. The Council clearly rejected that indictment:
"True, authorities of the Jews and those who followed their lead pressed for the death of Christ
(cf. Jn. 19:6); still, what happened in His passion cannot be blamed upon all the Jews then living,
without distinction, nor upon the Jews of today. Although the Church is the new people of God,
the Jews should not be presented as repudiated or cursed by God." (3) (The Church's claim that
she is the 'new people of God', while seemingly innocuous, is in fact no small contributor to
ecclesial anti-Semitism, as we shall discuss below.)This disavowal by the Council of such a
curse serves as witness to the fact of its existence over the centuries. In sharp contrast to that
history, the Council Fathers spoke of the true relationship of the Church to Judaism: "As this
sacred Synod searches into the mystery of the Church, it recalls the spiritual bond linking the
people of the New Covenant with Abraham's stock." (4) The reference to a "spiritual bond" is a
stunning departure from past centuries of acrimonious relationships between Christian and Jew,
church and synagogue, Christianity and Judaism, Old Testament and New Testament.
Moreover, that bond is deep-seated: "The Church, therefore, cannot forget that she received the
revelation of the Old Testament through the people with whom God in his inexpressible mercy
deigned to establish the Ancient Covenant. Nor can she forget that she draws sustenance from
the root of that good olive tree onto which have been grafted the wild olive branches of the
Gentiles (cf. Rom. 11:17-24)." (5)Far from having been repudiated or cursed by God, the Jews
remain in covenantal relationship with Him, drawing sustenance from the same root onto which
we Christians have been grafted. Voided are the erroneous teachings (which we shall examine
in detail later) of the early Church Fathers, e.g., the exclusivity of an Ignatius ("Assuredly,
whoever is called by a name other than this [Christian] is not of God."), the animosity of an
Augustine ("God has shown to the Church the grace of his mercy in the case of her enemies, the
Jews..."), and the sad diatribe of a Chrysostom ("No Jew adores God!" "...the synagogue is a



dwelling of demons.") On the contrary, through the voice of the Second Vatican Council, the
Holy Spirit has affirmed that the Judaic religion- even after the coming of Christ- retains its own
value, and its worship is pleasing to God. Subsequent to Vatican II the Church would further
affirm that value: "The idea of a living community in the service of God, and in the service of men
for the love of God such as it is realized in the liturgy, is just as characteristic of the Jewish liturgy
as it is of the Christian one." (6)Thus, with the teachings of the Second Vatican Council, the
ancient deicide blasphemy against the Jews and Judaism would appear to have finally ceased.
However, not everyone would agree; although Vatican II repudiated the accusation of deicide,
"yet it remains the ground of all Jew hatred." (7) (Indeed, in spite of the Council teaching, it is
virtually impossible for a Christian to walk away from Holy Week services without carrying, at
least subconsciously, the notion of the Jews as Christ-killers, a phenomenon we shall dwell
upon at length below.)Such a major departure from the past in respect to the Jews was almost
certain to generate controversy: "The Council has been accused by some (who should have
known better) of 'playing God' and 'absolving,' 'forgiving', or 'exonerating' the Jews of guilt for the
crucifixion, and these terms were used in newspaper headlines describing this section of the
Declaration." (8) No matter how carefully the Council may have worded this ground-breaking
departure from the past, it was bound to shock many, especially conservatives, even though the
Council's pronouncement was limited and circumscribed: "In fact, the Council simply repudiates
the notion of a collective Jewish guilt, and instructs Catholics to eliminate false views that in the
past have caused Jews to undergo discrimination and suffering." (9) Upon reflection, it is striking
and disturbing that opponents of Nostra Aetate would attack the Council for "forgiving" the Jews,
especially since "The element of forgiveness was capably handled earlier by Him who, while
hanging on the cross, said: 'Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do." (10)* Request
for ForgivenessFurther, the Council Fathers also sought to have included in the Declaration a
quite different request for forgiveness, namely, one from Jews who themselves have been
harmed by Christian persecution. The Documents Of Vatican II, published in 1966 by The
America Press, include both an Introduction to each document by a Catholic bishop or expert,
and a Response to the document from a Protestant or Orthodox scholar. In his Introduction to
the Declaration on Non-Christian Religions, Rev. Robert A. Graham, S.J., comments on the
desire of many Council participants for such a statement, but one that did not materialize, even
though admission of such guilt was openly expressed at the highest levels by perhaps the
foremost member of the Council, Augustin Cardinal Bea: in publicly addressing that ecumenical
body, the German Cardinal openly acknowledged that anti-Jewish ideas over the centuries had
aided the Nazi agenda. (11)In his Response to the Declaration on Non-Christian Religions, Dr.
Claude Nelson, Religious Liberty Consultant to the National Council of Churches, is much more
candid: "Christian churches are involved in a common guilt for anti-Semitism. They have a
common responsibility for making such amends as are possible." (12) Nelson goes on to
compare a 1961 World Council of Churches Statement with that of the 1964 Second Vatican
Council Declaration on the subject. He notes that both documents call for an end to future



negativity toward the Jews, but that neither one acknowledged the historical guilt of individuals
as well as churches for its genesis, an inadequacy which was obvious to Jewish observers, as
well. Nelson adds, "While the question of Christian guilt was in the air, in the corridors, in the
minds of many participants, and in some of the speeches in the two assemblies, no real
confession of guilt found its way into either Declaration." (13) Perhaps the Council fathers
wished to move "progressively", first abjuring the long-standing Christian charge of Jewish guilt
for the death of Jesus, while leaving to a future Council (Vatican III?) the task of confessing the
Church's own guilt for its treatment of the Jewish people over the centuries.While the exact
degree of guilt which Christianity shares for the Holocaust may never be determined, there is no
question that that event generated a great deal of Christian soul searching as to the role played
by the Church in its unfolding. Rosemary Ruether speaks emphatically as to such guilt: "... the
Church must bear a substantial responsibility for a tragic history of the Jew in Christendom
which was the foundation upon which political anti-Semitism and the Nazi use of it was
erected." (14) Human nature being what it is, none of us rushes to admit guilt. The reader will
recall that, in commenting on the 1998 "We Remember: A Reflection on the Shoah", we noted
how Pope John Paul II called upon the Church's "sons and daughters" to "purify their hearts",
rather than the Church herself, and how Cardinal Cassidy referred to 'unjust interpretations' in
the Christian world, but not in the "Church". We then posed the question as to how her sons and
daughter, and the 'Christian world' differ from the Church, and we reflected on these apparent
efforts to distance the Church from the evil of anti-Semitism. The same complaint had surfaced
three decades earlier concerning Nostra Aetate "which was criticized for discussing anti-
Semitism as if it were a phenomenon alien to the Church's history." (15) Indeed, all three
documents under discussion- the Reflection on the Shoah, the World Council of Churches
Statement, and the Vatican Council Declaration on Non-Christian Religions- reveal a shying
away from a manifest responsibility, not only to acknowledge guilt, but also to formally ask for
forgiveness from all Jews who- to this day- still suffer the injustice of anti-Semitism.Perhaps the
best that can be said of Article 4 in the Second Vatican Council Declaration on Non-Christian
Religions is summarized as follows: "Although the decree did not explicitly admit and apologize
for previous attitudes, it certainly condemned them, and this marked the beginning of a new era
in Jewish-Christian relations." (16) Nonetheless, the disappointment remains; how far forward
might have those relations come had the decree contained the long-awaited admission of guilt,
along with a commensurate apology. At the same time, however, we should not mislead
ourselves into thinking that such a formal apology by itself would sweep away Western anti-
Semitism, for the latter's ongoing source is not only its own self-perpetuating history, but the
'interpretation' of- and very content of- certain passages in the Christian Scriptures themselves.
We shall treat of those contents and interpretations at length below.* Scriptural BlameMany
cardinals and bishops also favored language that would "put an end to some Christians
appealing to Scripture for justification of persecution or hatred of Jews." (17) In that endeavor,
the Council Fathers were successful: "...the Jews should not be presented as repudiated or



cursed by God, as if such views followed from the holy Scriptures." (18) The Council's
admonition is then further clarified: "All should take pains, then, lest in catechetical instruction
and in preaching of God's word they teach anything out of harmony with the truth of the gospel
and the spirit of Christ." (19) As we shall endeavor to show in these pages, it is that beacon of
"truth" and that "spirit" that will cast light on the relationship between the Scriptures and anti-
Semitism. 

III. PONTIFICAL BIBLICAL COMMISSION: Instruction on the Historical Truth of the GospelsIf
we believe that the Church is the guardian of the Scriptures, and that the latter are themselves
the inspired word of God and free from error, how can we reconcile those beliefs with "certain
interpretations" of Scripture within the Church which have fostered anti-Semitism? A scrutiny of
the New Testament writings, especially of the Gospels and the circumstances within the
communities in which- and for which- they were written, can assist in elucidating the history of
scriptural-based anti-Semitism which soon issued forth from such interpretations. The tools of
modern biblical criticism are at hand to aid in that pursuit.* Historical CriticismThe 18th-century
emergence of the Enlightenment ushered in an era of rationalist skepticism in respect to
anything which was thought unable to withstand the scrutiny of reason. The latter became the
governing monitor in philosophical and intellectual endeavors, and would eventually find its apex
in the scientific method. Thus, with the advent of modernity, the role of tradition was challenged
and largely usurped by the authority of reason. The Bible enjoyed no immunity from such
Enlightenment Age scrutiny once the scientific method saw application to history, and eventually
to biblical history. This development gave birth to "the science of historical criticism" of the Bible.
(1)The term "criticism" in this context is not to be understood in the sense of its everyday usage
as denoting something negative or harmful, but rather in the sense of an objective critique or
analysis. Biblical criticism provides exegetes (biblical interpreters) with forms of research in their
efforts to penetrate more deeply into the Scriptures (both Hebrew and Christian), by seeking
answers to questions such as who wrote them, over what period of time were they written, how
were they composed, what were the circumstances under which they were written, what sources
did the writers use, what was the motivation behind their composition. The earliest of the
criticisms was that of textual, representing an effort by scholars to arrive at the most authentic of
the early Greek biblical manuscripts. Source criticism sought to discover the fonts or sources
from which the evangelists drew in composing their writings. Form criticism endeavored to take
one step further back from the written documents, seeking to surface the pre-literary tradition
that circulated orally between the time of Jesus and when the Gospels were later put to
parchment. Not only was it a question of identifying specific forms of sayings and stories found in
the Gospels, but also of trying to determine why those particular ones were selected by the
sacred writers. Form critics analyze the various scriptural sections and categorize them by genre
or form-critical categories: "sayings and parables of Jesus, the miracle-stories, the
pronouncement-stories (narratives preserved because of the pronouncement or 'punch line'



enshrined in them), and finally stories about Jesus, John the Baptist, or the disciples...." (2)
Critics then seek to locate this form in the oral stage of the lived experience of a people, the
'setting in life' concept developed by German biblicists and often referred to by its German
expression "Sitz im Leben." The importance of this endeavor is evident in that the oral tradition
eventually "transmuted" into the written Gospels. Form and source criticism ultimately led to a
focus on the redactive activity of the evangelists by means of which they formed and nuanced
their writings in such a way as to convey their desired theological message. Such redaction
became significantly formative of the final gospel texts. (3) Numerous biblical critical applications
are available today: "historical; text; source; form; redaction; canonical; audience; sociological;
literary; structure; narrative; rhetorical; etc." (4) While each of these has value in helping to
deepen our grasp of Jesus' teaching by casting light on the constitutive elements of gospel
texts, it is redaction criticism which remains the principal interest of our study, for the latter is the
analytical tool best suited to elucidate the generative background of anti-Semitic New Testament
texts. We shall dwell at length on redaction criticism in the pages which follow.* Historicity and
FaithFaith and its beliefs- which are often embodied in the mythical language of sacred stories
giving expression to the historical realities which underlie that faith- color and shape each other
in varying degrees. This is hardly surprising in light of the role of human authors in the
compilation of the sacred writings. So it is that the post-resurrection faith of the early Christian
communities must be taken into account in any search for historical truth in the Gospels,
particularly as to how that faith came up against Jewish unbelief during the formative decades of
those early Christian communities.The Church, through its Pontifical Biblical Commission, has
emphasized that the four Gospels are historical only in that they drew initially from Jesus' words
and deeds, but that the latter underwent significant modifications between the time of their
genesis and when they were actually written down. (5) It is important to keep in mind that this
time frame spanned a period of between thirty and seventy years. Moreover, during those
decades not only did the apostles pass down Jesus' words and deeds orally, they also imbued
them with a "post-resurrectional insight into his divinity" which they had not possessed during
his public ministry. That developing awareness could not but have impacted to some extent on
the accounts of the words and events in the public ministry of Jesus handed down by the
apostles. In addition, the evangelists themselves further impacted these accounts, both by
choosing from the sources which came down to them that which they deemed appropriate in
order to convey their gospel message, as well as by synthesizing and explicating those tradition
materials accordingly. Ergo, it is highly unlikely at best that what we have in the four Gospels
convey literal accounts of Jesus' actual words and deeds. (6) This fact is of particular importance
as regards the authenticity of attacks, condemnations and negative characterizations of the
Jews, many of which are ascribed to Jesus in the written texts.
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fiery, “unconditional love which God has for all of us". In this book author brings to light one very
neglected problem, how anti-Semitism has found its way into Christianity. Book is centered
mainly on the Second Vatican Council's declaration named "Nostra Aetate" (1962) as well as
some related guidelines issued by the Catholic Church. It also brings some interesting
viewpoints about how certain texts (i.e. in Mathew) may have been redacted (added) by later
scribes. Readers will find how early Church Fathers have influenced the Church with their anti-
Semitic ideas. Overall the book is very interesting regardless if the reader is Catholics or not.
Style is academic with several Latin words (missing from the Kindle's New Oxford dictionary),
which may cause problem for some readers.The main problem for the author currently seems to
be the "homiletic silence" about certain Bible passages that has for long time been used to fuel
anti-Semitic ideas. What the author has not mentioned is that even today there are disturbing
differences between Vatican II declaration and several official decrees, homilies and official
Catechism available on the Vatican's site. For example "Nostra Aetate" states: "Far from being a
substitution for Israel, (305) the Church is in solidarity with it." and (Note 305): " The New
Testament never calls the Church “the new Israel”. In Ga 6:14 “the Israel of God” very likely
designates Jews who believe in Christ Jesus.", but in Catechism #877 we read: "In fact, from the
beginning of his ministry, the Lord Jesus instituted the Twelve as "the seeds of the new Israel
and the beginning of the sacred hierarchy."395 (AG 5)". You can search for "New Israel" in
Vatican's site and see for yourself how many documents will appear. Let just note that phrase
"New Israel" is based on Replacement Theology, which by itself is a strong anti-Semitic
idea.Finally, the author mentions that "any interpretation of Scripture, ensuing biblical theology
or Church teaching which contradicts God's plan of Revelation by belying the "saving truths"
which He wanted conveyed to us in Scripture is a false interpretation, theology or teaching." The
main problem here first is that we need to define the "saving truths" in order to find what
contradicts them. What author proposes as main salvific message is: "total, unconditional love
which God has for all of us". But it is nowhere to be found in the Bible. There is no "unconditional
love" ever mentioned in several Bibles which I searched. However, there are verses which bring
conditional element in God's love. For example we read Jesus' words in John: "He that has my
commandments, and keeps them, he it is that loves me: and he that loves me shall be loved of
my Father, and I will love him, and will manifest myself to him."”

Arnold S. Leanse, “Five Stars. very well written”
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